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SYNOPSIS 
 
 

 
A nun’s disturbing behavior sparks rumors of demonic possession at a remote convent. 
When a priest-in-waiting and his disillusioned mentor are sent to investigate, their 
methods backfire, leaving a wake of terror and trauma.  
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Q&A WITH MICKEY REECE 

  

Tell us about what led to the creation of AGNES?  

I had written some religious characters for Strike, Dear Mistress, and Cure His Heart, 
and it got my heart set on further exploring religious imagery in a future project. And 
then, while I was shooting Climate of the Hunter, the specific visual idea of a flock of 
nuns began to occupy my mind. I don’t know how to explain that process - you would 
have to ask Freud - but looking back on it, Agnes does continue a cycle of female-centric 
psychological melodramas that explore the horror genre through comedic dissonance. 
Maybe I’m working something out.  

I started with a very detailed outline of the script, but when I began to write the second 
half of the story it really took on a life of its own. I wrote that half while on a cruise with 
my mother and my son, and treated it almost like a creative exercise. It was very free-
form, and it created a hang-out vibe that excited me. I like presenting the audience with 
something that feels unfamiliar, and so I became fascinated by the idea of starting the 
film within the more rigid structure of a genre film and then having that structure give 
way to something more formless and enigmatic.  

How have your previous films contributed to your work on this film?  

I think the idea of life and art is to keep learning and growing, so with the process of 
every film, one choice informs another. Having made so many features throughout my 
formative years I’d like to think each entry takes something from the last and improves 
upon it. I sometimes refer to my early films as sketches in a sketchbook. As in any art, 
you don’t get good at it until you start putting in the work, and so I just keep making 
movies no matter their scale, just so I can keep learning.  

I don’t think it's a process working towards achieving a kind of artistic perfection either - 
rather I develop a taste for what doesn’t work, and try something different the next time. I 
consider it an intuitive process, so I don’t spend much time trying to consciously analyze 
it. Again, it’s only in retrospect that I have begun to appreciate that I am concluding a 
cycle of women-centric melodramas with Agnes. I didn’t set out to make a trilogy or 
anything like that, but I also don’t think this film would be the same film without having 
made what came before it.  

What research went into preparing for this film?  

My co-writer John Selvidge took the brunt of the research. I hashed out an outline with 
him and wrote a lot of the 2nd half, but I especially leaned on him for the Catholic 
minutia. He comes from that sort of background so in a way he had been preparing for 
this script for most of his life. And when he didn’t know something he went straight to 
the source, the rites of exorcism you hear in the film - that’s verbatim from the text.  
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My research was more to do with revisiting movies that inspire me. John Huston’s Fat 
City was a big influence on creating the atmosphere of the second half. I actually don’t 
think I re-watched it ahead of shooting, but I have seen it a hundred times, and was 
constantly thinking about it. Of course, I consumed Michael Powell’s Black Narcissus 
and Ken Russell’s The Devils - if you’re making a movie about nuns, how can you not? 
At the same time, I don’t think either had a considerable effect on the final film. A more 
prominent influence was actually Neil Jordan’s The Crying Game - particularly the film’s 
structure. I also thought of The Hughes Brothers’ Dead Presidents too because I love 
how that film jumps through time and genre.  

Our production did scout for authentic convents and some of the first locations we looked 
at seemed a bit more austere and maybe more realistic than the Victorian style home we 
ended up shooting in. I remember some concerns that the house looked too opulent for 
nuns, but I also like setting characters in a slightly heightened reality. Neither John, nor 
myself put too much stock into mirroring reality, an emotional reality is more important. 
Regardless, the house did actually have genuine history as a Catholic convent in the 
1920s.  

Tell us about casting Molly C. Quinn in the film. Was she always in your mind? 
How about the other main cast members? 

 
I do typically write with actors in mind, so the casting we did on this film was a new 
process for me. That being said, the script was shared with Molly and her company 
QWGmire very soon after it was written, and when she showed interest, she was 
imagined as the lead from quite early on. From there, Molly and QWGmire were terrific 
about calling upon friends in their community to fill out the cast, while I also turned to 
my own community for certain roles. I also happened to catch Jake Horowitz in The Vast 
of Night while at Fantastic Fest with Climate of the Hunter and walked out thinking “that 
guy is Benjamin” - I reached out to his reps immediately afterwards, and was thrilled that 
he joined the cast. 

 
One significant bit of casting was Hayley McFarland as Agnes. Originally the character 
was to be an older woman, but during the casting process Molly suggested Haley and the 
idea of having the character be around the same age as Sister Mary. It created a totally 
new character dynamic, that I didn’t expect, but that I think becomes the heart of the 
movie.  
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How did the film we see on the screen now change from your original ideas on what 
this film would be? 

 
The aforementioned casting of Agnes was a big one, but otherwise I can’t say I had any 
expectations that were set in stone. Having made so many films with whatever was 
around me, I try to avoid setting expectations and instead just roll with the challenges as 
they come. Limitations often result in a film turning out differently from its script, so I 
really appreciated the opportunities that the folks at QWGmire and Divide/Conquer 
blessed me with. With their resources I do feel like I was able to create a more complete 
adaptation of the script then I would have been able to otherwise.  

What were the biggest challenges you faced while shooting (or before shooting) the 
film?  

Making movies is a lot of problem solving. I think the most important aspect to directing 
is having the flexibility to creatively overcome obstacles as they present themselves. 
After resolving a challenge I sometimes forget that it was ever a challenge because more 
often than not the solutions seem so natural as to be obvious - it was just a matter of 
imagination and the confidence to make a decision. This was the biggest crew I had ever 
worked with, so I’ll admit that there was some intimidation with regards to the 
responsibility I had. I was not used to NOT having to do every little thing, but I quickly 
got into the new rhythm.  

And despite having more resources, there are still limitations. I never conceived of the 
film as a particularly elaborate FX picture, but it was important to have a few bursts of 
“supernatural” phenomenon as that’s the genre. We shot a few conventional gags more 
than what ended up in the film. Agnes full-on floated at one point, like Sigourney Weaver 
in Ghostbusters - it involved cutting a hole in the bed and having her be raised on a 
hidden board. Despite the work that went into a shot like that, I quickly appreciated that 
less was more and keeping the story more enigmatic was more interesting. Shots like that 
were fun to shoot, but it really wasn’t that kind of horror movie.  

Oh and the nose bite was tricky - because you just can’t always predict where it’s gonna 
spray - and it wasn't like we had an endless supply of clean nun habits.  
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FILMMAKER BIOGRAPHIES 

 

MICKEY REECE (Writer/Director)  

Mickey Reece is a writer/director from Oklahoma City, OK. His style has been self-
described as "people talking in rooms". He has directed over twenty-five feature films in 
just over a decade with each subsequent work pushing the boundaries of his own 
established form and unique brand of arthouse cinema.  

JOHN SELVIDGE (Screenwriter)  

John Selvidge has enjoyed a writing partnership with acclaimed indie filmmaker Mickey 
Reece since 2014 when the two collaborated on Reece’s under-viewed arthouse classic T-
Rex before going on to make several other films together. A recovering academic, he has 
been a member of the experimental poetry collectives Atlanta Poets Group and j4. He 
currently lives in Oklahoma City where he has been a freelance arts and culture writer 
while working in the nonprofit sector and contributing to the local film scene as a 
screenwriter, actor and producer.  

JENSINE CARR (Producer)  

Jensine Carr is currently a producer for production company Divide/Conquer, based in 
Los Angeles. She has worked on over 20 features, including MONEY, directed by Martín 
Rosete, starring Jesse Williams, Jess Weixler, and Kellan Lutz, which she associate 
produced, and MONSOON directed by Miguel Duran, starring Yvette Monreal, Scott 
Lowell, and Eve Plumb, which she co-produced in 2018. In 2020, she produced the 
upcoming documentary, CONSIDERING THE HORSE, directed by Dylan Silver and 
horror drama, AGNES, by Oklahoma filmmaker Mickey Reece, which will premiere at 
Tribeca Film Festival this summer. She is currently producing Adam Keleman's LONG 
DAYS, alongside Eric Schultz of Relic Pictures, which was invited to Cannes' 2021 
Frontières Platform.  

JACOB RYAN SNOVEL (Producer)  

Jacob Ryan Snovel is an award-winning actor and creative producer who began his career 
with an apprenticeship under Ron Howard. Since beginning work with director Mickey 
Reece a decade ago, the catalog has grown to more than a dozen feature films. Snovel’s 
work has crossed through all genres with a variety of filmmakers, and is now expanding 
to television and work with eSports. The company, Perm Machine, is also helping to 
create film industry career and educational opportunities for underserved communities.  
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ELAN GALE (Producer)  

Elan Gale is a prolific unscripted television producer, credited with more than 300 
episodes of primetime network television. He acted as showrunner on dozens of pre-
taped and live network specials. Elan has written scripted series for Netflix under Mike 
Flanagan’s banner, Intrepid. He continues to sell both scripted and unscripted projects to 
major studios, traditional and streaming.  

GREG GILREATH (Producer) & ADAM HENDRICKS (Producer)  

Divide/Conquer (pronounced "Divide and Conquer") was founded in 2013 and is run by 
producers Adam Hendricks & Greg Gilreath. The company has produced more than 
twenty feature films, most notably Magnolia’s’ LUCKY starring Harry Dean Stanton 
(2017 SXSW premiere), Netflix's CAM (2018 Fantasia multiple award-winner), IFC 
Midnight’s THE WIND (2018 TIFF premiere), Kelly Oxford's PINK SKIES AHEAD 
(2020 SXSW premiere), and Universal Pictures’ FREAKY (2020). They have several 
films to be released in the year including Amazon’s THE VOYEURS and Focus Features' 
VENGEANCE.  

MOLLY C. QUINN (Producer)  

This year, award winning actress Molly C. Quinn can be seen starring in the indie 
horror/drama feature “Agnes,” which is slated to premiere at the 2021 TRIBECA Film 
Festival. Directed and written by Mickey Reece (“Climate of the Hunter”) “Agnes” tells 
the story of demonic possessions at a religious convent, which prompts a church 
investigation into the strange happenings amongst its nuns. A disaffected priest and his 
neophyte are confronted with temptation, bloodshed, and a crisis of faith. Aside from 
starring in the film, Molly also holds the title of Executive Producer, bringing the project 
to life through her production company QWGMIRE.  

Molly may be best known for starring as Alexis Castle from 2009-2016 on ABC’s award 
winning, drama series “Castle” opposite Nathan Fillion and Stana Katic. In film, Molly 
most recently appeared in Warner Bros’ “Doctor Sleep” (2019) opposite Ewan McGregor 
and Rebecca Ferguson. Over the years she has also lent her voice to various film and 
television projects including: “Super Girl” for Warner Bros. Animation and DC Comics, 
the voice of Bloom for Nickelodeon's hit series “The Winx Club”, and voicing the lead 
character in Simon & Schuster's YA series “The Mortal Instruments”.  

When Molly isn't in front of the camera, she is focusing on her burgeoning producing 
career. Her first role as a producer began on the cult classic horror comedy “Hansel & 
Gretel Get Baked” (2013) which she also starred in. She next executive produced the 
independent feature “Welcome to Happiness” (2015) which won best picture at the 
DeadCENTER Film Festival.  
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In 2019 Molly launched the production company shingle QWGMIRE with Elan Gale and 
Matthew Welty. With a focus on genre films, the first project to come out of QWGMIRE 
is indie drama “Marzipan,” directed by Adam Christian Clark and starring Tamara Taylor 
(“Bones”) and Reece Noi (“When They See Us”). The film centers on an alcoholic 
intelligence officer (Taylor) who is given the chance for one last mission: seducing an 
asset (Noi) connected to the Saudi Royal Family. “Marzipan” is currently in post-
production. “Agnes” marks the second film project for QWGMIRE, and is making its 
way on the festival circuit.  

Molly currently lives in the LA area, with her fiancé and their two dogs; Piper and 
Pikachu.  

MATTHEW M. WELTY (Producer)  

An early Facebook engineer and serial entrepreneur, Matthew M. Welty is an up-and-
coming producer of film and television. He is an experienced technology executive who 
has held prominent roles at some of the most disruptive companies in the world. After 
two decades working in tech, he sought nourishment for his creative side and decided to 
make the leap into entertainment.  
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CAST BIOGRAPHIES 

MOLLY QUINN (Actress)  

This year, award winning actress Molly C. Quinn can be seen starring in the indie 
horror/drama feature “Agnes,” which premiered at the 2021 Tribeca Film Festival. 
Directed and written by Mickey Reece (“Climate of the Hunter”) “Agnes” tells the story 
of demonic possessions at a religious convent, which prompts a church investigation into 
the strange happenings amongst its nuns. A disaffected priest and his neophyte are 
confronted with temptation, bloodshed, and a crisis of faith. Aside from starring in the 
film, Molly also holds the title of Executive Producer, bringing the project to life through 
her production company QWGMIRE.  

Molly may be best known for starring as Alexis Castle from 2009-2016 on ABC’s award 
winning, drama series “Castle” opposite Nathan Fillion and Stana Katic. In film, Molly 
most recently appeared in Warner Bros’ “Doctor Sleep” (2019) opposite Ewan McGregor 
and Rebecca Ferguson. Over the years she has also lent her voice to various film and 
television projects including: “Super Girl” for Warner Bros. Animation and DC Comics, 
the voice of Bloom for Nickelodeon's hit series “The Winx Club” and voicing the lead 
character in Simon & Schuster's YA series “The Mortal Instruments”.  

When Molly isn't in front of the camera, she is focusing on her burgeoning producing 
career. Her first role as a producer began on the cult classic horror comedy “Hansel & 
Gretel Get Baked” (2013) which she also starred in. She next executive produced the 
independent feature “Welcome to Happiness” (2015) which won best picture at the 
DeadCENTER Film Festival.  

In 2019 Molly launched the production company shingle QWGMIRE with Elan Gale and 
Matthew Welty. With a focus on genre films, the first project to come out of QWGMIRE 
is indie drama “Marzipan,” directed by Adam Christian Clark and starring Tamara Taylor 
(“Bones”) and Reece Noi (“When They See Us”). The film centers on an alcoholic 
intelligence officer (Taylor) who is given the chance for one last mission: seducing an 
asset (Noi) connected to the Saudi Royal Family. “Marzipan” is currently in post-
production. “Agnes” marks the second film project for QWGMIRE, and is making its 
way on the festival circuit.  

Molly currently lives in the LA area, with her fiancé and their two dogs; Piper and 
Pikachu.  

JAKE HOROWITZ (Actor)  

Jake Horowitz stars as Everett in Amazon Studios The Vast of Night which garnered him 
a 2021 Critic’s Choice Super Award for Best Actor. Vast had its North American 
Premiere and won the Audience Award at the 2019 Slamdance Film Festival also taking 
the top JURY Award for Best Narrative Feature at the 2019 Overlook Film Festival and 
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premiered at Midnight Madness 2019 Toronto International Festival. Helmed by first 
time director Andrew Patterson, The Vast of Night has quickly become an audience 
favorite and garnered high praise from filmmakers and critics alike. His upcoming film 
AGNES directed by Mickey Reece had its North American Premiere at the 2021 Tribeca 
Film Festival. Other films include Fangoria’s reboot of Castle Freak (2020), Patterson’s 
The Rivals of Amziah King, Julie Taymor’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Adam 
Bloom (now streaming on Amazon Prime). Theatre is at the root of all passion for Jake; 
with his New York Off Broadway Debut in Our Town directed by David Cromer he has 
gone on to star on stage in Dutch Masters (Wild Project) directed by award winner André 
Holland, The Sensuality Party directed by Danya Taymor (The New Group), King Lear 
and A Midsummer Night’s Dream directed by Julie Taymor (Theatre for a New 
Audience). He is a founding member of Zoo City, a proud graduate of LaGuardia High 
School, trained at Calarts and will be The Julliard School Class of ‘22. Jake is New 
York/Brooklyn based.  

SEAN GUNN (Actor)  

Sean Gunn is a 25-year veteran of film and television. He is best known for his role as 
Kraglin in the Marvel Cinematic Universe and as Kirk Gleason, the lovable Stars Hollow 
resident from the hit series Gilmore Girls.  

He has dozens of TV appearances, and will next be seen guest starring opposite Chris 
Pratt in the new Amazon series The Terminal List.  

Recent and upcoming film roles include Weasel in DC’s The Suicide Squad, coming to 
theaters in August 2021, then back to Marvel for Thor: Love and Thunder in 2022 and 
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 in 2023. He also stars in the indie horror film Agnes 
which premiered at the 2021 Tribeca Film Festival.  

Sean lives with his wife, Actress/Director/Producer Natasha Halevi and their two perfect 
cats in Los Angeles.  

BEN HALL (Actor)  

Ben Hall (Father Donaghue) is an actor, director, scenic artist and playwright based in 
Oklahoma City. He is featured in the Golden Globe and Oscar-winning film, Minari, and 
has appeared in Gosnell, Climate of the Hunter, The Adventures of Jurassic Pet: Chapter 
One, Ida Red, Fingerprints and other films, all made in Oklahoma.  

Ben has also worked as scenic artist/set painter on movies such as I Can Only Imagine, 
Family Camp, American Underdog, and Gray Horse (Killers of the Flower Moon), all 
also made in Oklahoma.  

He has voiced dozens of television and radio spots and the Ben Tree series of books on 
tape, and is also featured in the music video for “Brother Rabbit” by the Radar Brothers.  
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When not working on or off-stage, Ben spends his time with his beautiful, talented 
daughter, Alex, and his amazing new granddaughter Harlow.  

MARY BUSS (Actress)  

Mary Buss is an American stage and film actress best known for her work in Climate of 
the Hunter (Best Actress Nashville Film Festival), Strike Dear Mistress and Cure His 
Heart, Arrows of Outrageous Fortune, Camp Cold Brook, and She’s the Eldest. Mary 
holds an MFA in Acting from Case Western Reserve Professional Actor training 
program. She has studied with the international Michael Chekhov association, Tectonic 
Theater Company and the Atlantic Theatre Company.  

CHRIS SULLIVAN (Actor)  

Chris Sullivan currently stars as Toby in the hit NBC drama “This Is Us.” His 
performance earned him a 2019 Emmy nomination in the category of Best Supporting 
Actor in a Television Drama.  

In 2018, he starred in the HBO series “Camping” as Joe. His other television credits 
include “Curb Your Enthusiasm,” “The Good Fight,” “Stranger Things,” and “The 
Knick.”  

Sullivan is known for his role as Taserface in Marvel’s “Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2.” 
His other film credits include “I Trapped the Devil,” “Live by Night,” “Morgan,” and 
“The Drop.”  

Theatrically, Sullivan has appeared in “Nice Work If You Can Get It,” “Chicago,” 
“Lombardi,” “Hadestown” and “Babes in Toyland.” He was nominated for a 2012 Outer 
Critics Circle Award in the category of Outstanding Featured Actor in a Musical on 
behalf of Nice Work If You Can Get It and a 2017 Lucille Lortel Award in the category 
of Outstanding Featured Actor in a Musical on behalf of Hadestown.  

When not acting, Sullivan writes music and plays with his band, Joseph and the Spouse. 
The band released their album, Six Feet Under, in November 2020  
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CREDITS 

CAST:  

MOLLY C. QUINN – Mary 

JAKE HOROWITZ – Benjamin 

BEN HALL - Father Donaghue

HAYLEY MCFARLAND – Agnes 

RACHEL TRUE – Sister Ruth  

ZANDY HARTIG – Sister Honey 

CHRIS BROWNING – Father Black 

MARY BUSS – Mother Superior 

CHRIS SULLIVAN – Curly 

SEAN GUNN – Paul Satchimo  

CREW:  

Directed by MICKEY REECE 

Written by JOHN SELVIDGE and MICKEY REECE 

Produced by JENSINE CARR, JACOB SNOVEL 

Executive Producers MOLLY C. QUINN, MATTHEW M. WELTY, ELAN GALE, 
ADAM HENDRICKS, ZAC LOCKE, GREG GILREATH 

Associate Producers PETER KUPLOWSKY, DEBBIE ZOLLER, ALEX 

PALMER Director of Photography SAMUEL CALVIN 

Production Designer KAITLYN SHELBY 

Costume Designer JACK O'DELL 

Original Music by NICHOLAS POSS 




